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## ACTIVITIES - AWA -

### ANNUAL CONFERENCE

- 2006, announcement............ 47-2,18@, 47-3,35@ 49-2,55@ 51-4,31@
- 2006, awards, Eqpt. Contest........ 47-4-25* 49-4,28@ 51-3-10*
- 2006, "impressions".............. 47-4-22* 49-4-33@ 51-4-36@
- 2006, photos, 47-4-20* + 47-4-24 + 48-1-23* 49-4-24* 52-4-37*
- 2007, announcement............ 48-2-16@ 49-4-24* 51-4,31@
- 2007, folder..................... 48-3-31@ 49-4-33@ 52-3-33@
- 2007, photos............. 48-4-22* + 49-4-30* 52-4-42@
- 2007, "impressions"...... 48-4-15@ 49-4-23* 52-4-37*
- 2007, amateur radio at............. 50-1-14*, 50-2-27@ 52-3-11
- 2007, auction results......... 48-4-24* 50-4-30* 53-3-63*
- 2007, changed conditions........ 50-3-5 53-2-61*
- 2007, awards, Eqpt. Contest........ 48-4-20* 50-4-34* 53-3-27@
- 2007, contest photos......... 48-4-22* 50-3-35 53-4-28@ + 53-4-36*
- 2007, photos.................. 48-4-26* 50-4-32* 53-4-36@
- 2007, photos, seminar............ 48-4-18* 51-2,19@, 51-3,31@ 53-4-11
Absorption of Club by Museum......49-4-4,
50-1-4, 50-3-4
Board meetings
2006, Club.........................49-3-12
2006, Museum.................48-2-13*
2007, Club.........................49-1-15*
2007, Museum..................49-1-19
2008, Club.........................50-1-12*
2008, Museum..................50-1-16
2009, Museum..................51-1-12*
2010, May........................51-3-14*
2010, November.................51-3-10*
2011, May........................52-2-12
2011, November...............51-3-13*
2012, May........................52-3-14*
2012, November...............51-4-14*
2013, May........................54-3-14*
2013, November...............55-1-11*
2014, May........................55-3-12*
2014, November...............55-1-10*
2015, May........................56-3-11*
2015, November...............56-3-26*, 56-3-34*
2016, May........................54-3-14*
2016, November...............55-1-11*
2017, May........................55-3-12*
2017, November...............55-1-10*
2018, May........................55-3-14*
2018, November...............55-1-11*
60-2-12
2019, May........................55-3-12*
2019, November...............55-1-10*
60-2-12

ACTIVITIES - AWA - AWARDS

(See "Annual Conference" for conference-related awards)

For nominations, 2006-2015
See Issue No. 3 of each volume, between Pages 8 and 13. For 2016, see 56-4-9* For 2020, see 60-3-5
Cumulative list........57-4-63*, 58-2-33*
Rules.........................57-4-6*, 58-2-35*, 60-2-31*, 60-3-60*
Murray Award................59-1-8

Recipients
2006............................47-4-15*
2007............................48-4-19*
2008............................49-4-23*
2009............................50-4-33*
2010............................51-4-28*
2011............................52-4-35*
2012............................53-4-32*
2013............................54-4-36@
2014............................55-4-36@
2015............................56-3-30
2016............................57-2-60@
2019............................60-1-35*

Museum
2006, Club.........................49-3-12
2006, Museum.................48-2-13*
2007, Club.........................49-1-15*
2007, Museum..................49-1-19
2008, Club.........................50-1-12*
2008, Museum..................50-1-16
2009, Museum..................51-1-12*
2010, May........................51-3-14*
2010, November...............51-3-10*
2011, May........................52-2-12
2011, November...............51-3-13*
2012, May........................52-3-14*
2012, November...............51-4-14*
2013, May........................54-3-14*
2013, November...............55-1-11*
2014, May........................55-3-12*
2014, November...............55-1-10*
2015, May........................56-3-11*
2015, November...............56-3-26*, 56-3-34*
2016, May........................54-3-14*
2016, November...............55-1-11*
2017, May........................55-3-12*
2017, November...............55-1-10*
2018, May........................55-3-14*
2018, November...............55-1-11*
2019, May........................55-3-12*
2019, November...............55-1-10*
60-2-12

ACTIVITIES - AWA - GENERAL

"The RJ-4 and the Wallace Mystery" monograph reactivated......49-4-13
ACTIVITIES - AWA - CUNDALL (later ROLLS) DX CONTEST
2006, announcement .................................47-1-30
2006, results ..........................................47-3-20
2007, announcement .................................48-1-20
2007, results ..........................................48-2-52
2008, announcement .................................49-2-48*
2008, results ..........................................49-2-47*
2009, announcement .................................50-2-43
2009, results ..........................................50-3-63
2010, announcement .................................51-2-26
2012 results ..........................................53-3-58
2012, announcement .................................52-4-6, 53-1-64
2013, announcement .................................54-1-55
2013, results ..........................................54-3-17
2014, announcement .................................54-4-12, 55-1-17
2014, results ..........................................55-2-15*, 55-3-20
2015, announcement ................................54-1-58*, 54-4-12
2015, results ..........................................56-1-17
2016, results ..........................................56-4-15
2017, announcement .................................57-1-42
2017, announcement .................................57-2-51
2017, results ..........................................57-4-52*, 58-2-7, 58-3-45
2017, "Made in Rochester" display (pic) ....58-2-6
2018, early results ..................................58-4-53
2019, announcement ................................59-1-47*, 59-2-41
2019, results ..........................................59-3-58*, 59-4-53*
2020, announcement .................................60-1-57*
2020, results ..........................................60-3-42*

ACTIVITIES - AWA - CAROLINAS CHAPTER
2005 activities, 2006 plans .........................47-1-8
2006 schedule ........................................48-1-10
Mid-2006 .............................................47-2-8, 47-3-12*
2007 plans ............................................48-1-10
2007 Charlotte Conference .........................48-2-11
Mid-2007 ............................................48-2-11, 48-3-14
Mid-2008 ............................................49-2-11
Late 2008 ............................................49-4-9
Early 2009 ...........................................50-1-10, 50-2-11, 51-2-9
2009 Charlotte Conference ..........................50-3-11@
Late 2009 ............................................50-4-10
Early 2010 ............................................55-1-10
Mid-2010 .............................................51-3-9, 51-4-9
Early 2011 ...........................................52-1-12
Mid-2011 .............................................52-2-12, 52-3-13
Mid-2012 .............................................53-2-9
Early 2013 ...........................................54-2-12
Late 2011 .............................................52-4-9*, 53-1-10*
Late 2012 .............................................53-4-12
Mid-2013 .............................................54-3-13
Late 2013 .............................................54-1-12
Mid-2014 .............................................55-3-14
Late 2014 .............................................55-1-9
2015 ..................................................56-1-10

ACTIVITIES - GENERAL NEWS AND EVENTS
American Radio Relay League
Centennial, telegraph activities at...55-4-58*
First national convention ........57-4-27@
Formation ..........................................57-3-27@
Second national convention ....58-1-27@
Founding of .................................57-2-25
"Early Television" convention ......48-3-54*
2008 ..................................................49-3-43*
2009 ..................................................50-3-47*
2010 ..................................................51-3-29*
2011 ..................................................52-3-57*
2013 ..................................................54-3-35*, 55-1-4
2017 ..................................................58-1-37*
IEEE Edison Medal, history ............R22-81@
IEEE Medal of Honor, origins .......R24-207@
Musee Quebecoise de la Radio .......52-1-7
Old Time Telegraphers' and Historical Asso....48-3-39@
Radio Club of America
Young Achiever's Award ............52-1-7
AWA honorees, 2016 ..................57-3-9
Radio XLI ...........................................51-2-24
San Francisco Radio Club, since 1909 R26-133@
Scientific Instrument Society .......53-3-4
ACTIVITIES - PUBLIC MUSEUMS
Early Television Museum, CRT rebuilding at ....55-4-27@
Internet-based museums..............50-4-54@ +
Museum of Broadcast Communications, Chicago ..........48-3-18@
Sarnoff Collection at College of New Jersey ..........55-3-58@
ACTIVITIES - WEB
Antennas ..........................................48-2-49*
AWA - site and email reflector ........47-3-4
AWA Gateway ....................................57-2-5
Boatanchors ......................................50-3-29*
Communications .........................50-1-4*
Foreign radios ..................................49-4-65
Grounds and grounding .................48-3-21*
Homebrew superheterodynes ..........47-2-17*
Homebrew transmitters .................48-1-41*
Homebrew TRF receivers ..............47-3-49*
Horns, loudspeakers, and headphones ...........................................47-1-52*
Microphones .................................51-1-54*
Military sets and mil surplus ........49-2-43
Parts sources ..................................49-3-35*
Radio history and equipment ........51-2-35*
Radio history and amateur gear ....50-2-32*
Radios, finding model by tube complement ...........................................50-2-16
Resources and references ..............47-4-55
Resources for books ....50-3-32@, 50-4-6
Resources for newspaper searches ........51-2-54@
Telephones & telegraphs ..........49-1-1*
Transistor history .........................50-2-17
TRF radios ......................................50-4-41*
Vintage stereo hi-fi .......................49-3-49*

BIOGRAPHIES - PERSONALITIES - OBITUARIES
(# denotes a death notice)
1937 IRE Yearbook, personalities in R48-1-30@
Abemathy, Marlo G. ..................59-1-54
Adams, Mike

Adler, Kous

Albertson, Chris

Alexanderson, E. F. W.

Allen, Peter

Anderson, Herbert Oscar #

Alexander, Arthur

Anthony, Howard B.

Armstrong, Edwin

“A visit with”:

Aston, Oliver

Auyer, Steve

Ayer, Nathaniel F

Baird, Hollis Semple

Baird bio, flak over

Ballsilie, John Graeme

Bancroft, Merrill

Bart, David and Julia

Bates, David Homer

Beatty, Donald Croom

Bell, Art #

Bennet, Douglas J

Beraneck, Leo%

Bierbower, Clara

Billings, John D.

Bisha, Eileen

Bliss, George

Bose, Sir Jagadish Chandra

Bouck, Zeh

Bowman, Ezra and Chris

Braithwaite, Norman

Brand, Oscar #

Bres, Carlos M.

Bret

Brewster, Richard

Brinkley, Alan

Brock, Henry G.

Brown, Daniel D.

Brown, Dan

Browne, Joy

Browning, Glenn

Brueschke, Erich

Buell, Dai

Burgin, Emile H.

Bussey, Gordon

Cady, Walter Guyton

Caperton, John #

Carranza, Emilio (pic)

Carrington, Roland

Carter, Alan #

Casale, John

Chaffee, Emory Leon

Chambers, Frank B.

Chambers, Hester

Chaver, Neil

Chubbuck, A. S.

Clark, Dan

Clark, Thomas E.

Clifford, Henry

Coiner, Charles

Cokee Roberts #

Colburn, Robert

Combat Jack

Conrad, Frank

Cooke, Sir William, journal #

Cooley, Austin G.

Cooper, Jackie

Corneau, Adrian Joseph #

Cubertson, William S.

Cullum, Jim #

Cunningham, Elmer T

Dana, Charles Anderson

Davis, Harry

Delong, Howard

De Forest

Dennis, Alan #

Douglas, Alan #

Doolittle, Franklin

Dowd, Bro. Patrick #

Falkis, Dean

Fawcett, Jane #

Flick, Henry

Fiebich, Gene

Finucane, Marian #

Frank, Joe.

Fuchs, Max

Garriott, Owen

Gates, Parker

Geller, Henry #

Gemsback, Hugo, predicting broadcasting

Gilbert, John

Goldman, Isidore

Goldmark, Peter

Goodwin, William V., III

Gordon, Gary

Graham, Rev. Billy #

Grant, Jaci

Grant, General Ulysses S.

Grant, Vernon

Grant, W. W.

Greeley, Edwin S.

Grollmist, Henri

Hahn, William (pic)

Hanksom, W. W.

Hardy, Miles

Harris, Jean-Alys Campbell

Hazzelton, Louis A.

Heath, Edward

Helierman, Fred #

Henning, Robert

Herold, Charles

Hertzberg, Robert

Hertzog, William E.#

Hollister, William Henry

Hillman, Leon

Hite, Ernie #

Hobday, Bob (pic)

Hoover, Herb (pic)

Hopkins, William

Horowitz, Paul

Howard, Dan

Howard, Richard

Hughes, Prof. David Edward

Huppert, Henry Karl

Humi, Bill (pic)

Imus, Don #

Ingham, Dan

Irwin, Jack

Jaker, William Brian #

Johnson, Lonnie

Johnson, Lynden (pic with Vanguard I)

Johnson, Montgomery

Kones, Kana #

Kaiser, David B.

Kasell, Carl#

Kennelly, Arthur Edward

Kerby, Joseph Orton #

Khruschev (pic with Sputnik II) #

Kinzie, P. A.

Kleinschmidt, E. E., inventions #

Kreuzer, Felicia A.

Kompfinger, Rudolph (pic)

Korolev, Sergei (pic)

Kossof, Joel

Koyoma, Kiyoshi #

Krin, Norman #

Lacaut, Robert B.

Lady Trumpington

See Jean-Alys Campbell Harris

Lally, Marcella

Lamm, W. Livingston

Larsen, Harry

Lavong, Reggie#

Lawrence, Howard C.

Le Brix, Joseph (pic)

Leear, William

Lebell, June #

Lee, Bart. #

Lee, Fr. Owen #

Leutertiz, Hugo C.

Levine, Robert John #

Lewis, Jerry #

Licklider, Joe #

Lincoln, Abraham, and the telegraph

Lindberg, Charles #

Little, Donald G.

Lodge, Oliver, and coherer

Loomis, Mahlon #

Lozier, Robert

R27-v, R30-104.
HISTORIES - OPERATING COMPANIES
Clark Wireless T & T Co...................R22-1@
De Forest companies (10).............R29-191@
Inter-City Radiotelegraph Co........R20-158@
Marconi and telegraph cos..........48-4-42@
Russian imperial system........R31-1@
Western Union chronology........47-2-46@

HISTORIES - TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT
100 years of electronic comm........R20-1@
2006 - centennial of electronics......47-4-54@
Air Radio, early......................53-2-52@
Air Radio, WW l......................R20-75@
Air Radio, '30s.......................R30-40@
AM dial - evolution................R28-1@
Antenna, first, and discovery of electro-
magnetic waves.................48-2-22@
Antenna, "Redskin" portable........56-3-12@
Diamagmas - aircraft, microwave, radio-
telescope......................48-3-22@
Audio processing, at VOA........R31-259@
Baird, Hollis, and TV dev........53.145 + 53.2.36a@
Bandwidth, early radios........59.1-37*, 59.4-39
Batteries, rechargeable, before Ni-Cds
Belin facsimile system................R31-66
Bias-Drake, Mallory..................49-1-41@
Browning-Drake tuner................R33-13@
Cabin - AM tuning, '20s evolution
CBS electronic video recorder........R31.141@
Cochrane, Oliver Lodge and......R28-163@,
R33-168
Cochrane, Popov......................R33-169@
Cochrane, Ducrettet...............R33-182@
Cochrane, Marconi....................R33-184@
Color TV, 70th anniversary........60-3-47@
Coils, universal, honeycomb, duolat-
eterial...............................54-4-54@
Color television......................R32-46, 52-58@
Cooley facsimile system..........R31-63
Crystal oscillator...................R32-16@
Cunningham, and patent litigation
with RCA...................R25-185@
Diathermy machines..................R30-215@
Disasters, electrical detection......R27-249@
Donle - Sodion tubes.................52-50@ + 53-1-33@
Dynamon oscillator........49.1-32* + 49-3-36@
Facsimile by radio..................R31-63@
Finch facsimile system..............R31-80, 32-39*
FM, early development...........R33-245@
Hazelnet, Louis, developments......R26-37@
Hertz paramatic "grosser oscillator" and resonator"..............56-4-20@
Iconoscope, Zworykin lab notes.....56-3-57@
Inventor of radio telegraphy, the "real"..............54-4-48 + 55-1-34@
Japanese radio, 1925-45..............R24-1@
Jenkins facsimile system..........R31-67@
Korn facsimile system..............R31-66
Loudspeaker, early history........R20-125@
Low B*, "search for"........53.4-15* + 51.1-7*
Loomis, invention, disqualification
Magnetic detector, 1896, de Luster-
ford.................................48-2-26@
Magnetic recording, early............52.4-53@
Magnetostriiction oscillator........R32-23
Marconi transatlantic demo, 1901.....R21-23@
Marconi vs. De Forest infringement
litigation..........................R20-31@
Maxim, Hiram........................57-2-25
McCaa, David, developments........R19-29@
Metal tubes, 75 years of.............51-3-17
Meters, development..............R28-57@
Modulation methods, AM, development
of.................................56-4-59@
Myers, and RCA infringement litigation
R26-37@
National Radio Tube Co..............R29-13@
Operation above 30 MHz............51.3-48@
Patent battle, Armstrong v. De Forest
R27-31@
Police radio in U. S., 1920-70........49-4-41@
+ 51-1-45@
Radar, British antiaircraft, WW II
R23-196@
Radio design trends, '40s portable
53.4-7 + 54-1-36@
Rayfco facsimile system.............R31-70@
Regenerative receiver, Armstrong
R3-231@, R27-35@
Single-dial tuning, dev. of........51.3-50@
Sodion - Donle tubes.................52-4-50@ + 53-1-33@
Sound movies, De Forest and.......R26-201@
Space communications, early develop-
ment.............................52-165
Submarine cables....................60-1-15@
Superheterodyne circuit, "rise and fall"
49-1-55@
Telegraphing without wires, 1882 view
50-4-23@

Telephone
Service, transcontinental, 2014 as cen-
tennial.....................................55-3-51
Technology, outside plant and station,
'60s..................................55-3-42@
Technology, switching, '60s .........55-2-55@

Television
Interviews with Paul Weimer and Ge-
orge Rose.........................47-3-62@
"Who invented?"..................51.1-37*, 51-2-28*
1933 RCA demo of electronic52-1-38@
Development, RCA, 1930s...........50-2-22@
Development, RCA, 1929-49........R26-155@
In Germany, to 1939................R24-125@
Reception in 1950s..................49-4-45@
Telstar project......................57-2-11@
Tesla, claims of radio development
R32-215@
Thermoelectric power...............R30-73@
Transistors..................R32-183@
Transatlantic SSB tests, 1924..............55-4-43@
Traveling-wave tubes ..................R32-195@
Tubes, first GE metal ..................52-4-14@
Tubes, locally made for WHA ............R-240
Tubes, high-power, dev. by GE .........R20-19@
Video recording, electron-beam .........R31-141@
Wavelength, in wireless history ......51-2-36@
Wavelength, shortening ...............56-1-50@
Welded circuit joints ..................R30-92@
Wireless by earth conduction ..........55-3-48@ +
+ 55-4-46@ + 56-1-34@
Wireless, evolution into military weapon, 1902-05 ..................R25-147@
Wireless, Marconi vs. Tesla ..........R32-232@

Zworykin CRT transmitter-receiver set
56-4-58@

MISCELLANEOUS

"Radio Daze" discount to AWA members
53-3-8, 53-4-10
Advertising and illustration art ..........R31-91@
Antenna leadin, through window .......52-2-22
Army nomenclature system, WW I ......49-2-6
Audio edit software ....................60-2-19
De Forest vs. Electrical Experimenters

52-2-55@
Electrical machine (static) ..........57-4-14@
Ethnic employment in early radio .......58-4-55@
IEEE Proceedings, history ..........R27-221@
Linear tuning, search for ..............50-2-52
Long-wire antenna, tests ..............59-2-36@
Mags, clubs, and war .................60-2-35@
Old Time Telegraphers Assn ..........R29-140@
Photographing radios ..................52-1-58@ +
52-2-42@ + 52-3-40@
Posters, U. S. Army, communication-related

R28-25
Radio, 1922, "what the boys and girls knew"
R28-123@
Radio Club of America Proceedings, histo-

R27-235@
Radio games, ‘20s ......................R21-211@
Seth Parker, voyage of SS ..............48-4-56@
Ships - Liberty and Victory ............48-4-52@
Society of U. S. Military Telegraphers
R29-140@
Soviet radio sales (pix)..............59-4-FC, RC
Superconducting inductor, saving from
occurrence ......................48-4-34
Transmitter, tuning w/ neon lamp ....56-349@
Tuned-plate-tuned-grid-oscillator, "mysterious"
Wilmington, NC, development of radio
R22-233@
Wireless and telepathy .................R22-63@
Wireless Bridges the Atlantic (Epilogue)
60-3-34@
"Wireless News," shipboard ..........R30-141@

OPERATIONS - BROADCASTING - RADIO
Antennas, AM directional ..............51-3-37@
AM station, building ..................51-4-50@ +
52-1-42@ + 52-3-54@
Audio processing, at VOA ..........R31-259@
BBC Handbooks, the .................R24-55@
Carrier-current radio, Univ. of Kansas
53-4-58@

CHBC / CFCN@ ..........................R27-10@
Facsimile by radio .....................R31-63@
Fessenden's Christmas-Eve broadcast
419-119@
Frequency, off-channel operation 51-2-30@
International broadcasting, U. S. origins
R21-233
Lightening protection ..................54-3-33@
Mixer, Crosstalk trouble in ..........50-2-55@
Modulation products, FM ..............50-3-50@
Operating KANU .....................53-2-28
RCA radio facsimile ..........R31-84@-
Stereo FM, 1965 ......................53-3-30@
Submarine, remote broadcast from sub-
merged ..........................51-2-50@
Telephone lines for broadcasting ....50-4-68@,
51-1-39@

OPERATIONS - BROADCASTING - TELEVISION
Germany, to 1939 ......................R24-125@
High-definition TV - moving target ....57-4-50@
Makeup, actors, for 30-Line TV ........47-2-60@
Remote broadcasts, 1948 ..............50-1-56@
Seagoin, SS Leviathan ..............57-3-50@
Wireless wizard (pic) ...............57-3-RC@
1933 World's Fair, amateur radio at
56-4-44@

OPERATIONS - RADIO / WIRELESS - COMMERCIAL, EXPERIMENTAL, MILITARY
8YM ....................................R30-281@
"Adventures aloft" .....................55-1-40@
Air Force Eastern Test Range, comm. on
51-1-61@
Air-ground comm., WW I ................49-2-38@
Airship America ......................R24-189@
Airship catastrophes ..................59-3-25@
De Forest transatlantic test, 1906 ......R29-246@
Facsimile, 1928 New York demo ......47-1-56@
Forest Service tests of radio comm. ..
Pacific Northwest ca. 1920-21 ......R29-1@
Merchant Marine radionics, WW II 
55-2-38@ + 55-3-53@, 55-3-4
Post - WW I operating events .........58-4-25@
Pre - WW I operating events .........58-3-27@
Radio intelligence, WW II, techniques
R19-85@
Republic, sinking of, and wireless
R23-239@
Shenandoah, airship ..................55-1-FC, 55-2-4
Telegraph, aiding morale in Civil War
R29-135@
Time signals, stations sending, 1922
48-2-41
Titanic

Equipment on ..........................R25-21@
Impact on wireless ....................R26-113@
Lessons for emergency comm. ........R25-23@
Transatlantic tests, amateur ..........59-1-27@
Transatlantic wireless ................

Centenary ................................49-3-5, 51-4-5
Pre-WW I, modeling .................47-1-26@ +
47-2-40@
Wars: wireless in early ..............60-1-29@
West Coast, wireless origins ........52-1-64,
@R24-241@
"Wireless comes to America" ..........59-4-30@
Wireless link, Santa Catalina Island - San
Pedro, CA. ..........................R20-97@
Wireless, in Austrian army, WW I ..R25-1@

PARTS - DETECTORS
Carbonubond .........................50-4-4@
Cerosite .............................53-3-50@
Coherer, Italian Navy, tests with mock-ups
R21-45
Coherer, to crystal rectifiers ..........R22-147@
Dunwoody "chunk of coal," De Forest, and
Marconi .........................R22-135@, R23-273@,
R24-283
Lenzite ................................52-1-32@, 52-2-8
Marconi, "real" inventor ..............R21-81@
Mercury self-restoring, tests ..........R21-69@
Multicontact ..........................54-1-42@
Spade, De Forest .....................R29-242@

PARTS - HEADSETS
Dictograph ...........................50-2-26@

PARTS - KEYS
Bliss, George H. ......................55-3-45@
Boulder transmitter ....................56-1-48@
Bunnell "original" bug ...............48-1-18@
Caton pocket set .....................R20-117
Chambers wireless ....................R32-83
Chubbuck ............................54-2-17@
Coffee "vertical" replica ..............51-4-17@
Combination set, WU / Phelps ..........56-3-4@
Confederate, Civil War ..............53-5-16@
Hall, Thomas camelback ..............54-1-20@
Hallcrafters HA-1 keyer ..........51-2-17
Marconi spark (pic) ..................60-3-35
Morse-code training devices ..........R19-139@
Omigraph instruments ...............47-1-60@
Pedersen, M. P. / Ampanic ..........53-3-18@
Phelps, straight ......................53-3-19@
"President Taft's" .....................51-1-17@
UEM Vibroplex .................52-4-17@
Vibroplex Vibro-Keyer, turns 50 ....51-2-16@

PARTS - LOUDSPEAKERS - CONE
Air-Chrome Model 20 ................50-3-26@
Aladdin "Glo-Cone" ..................48-4-38@
American Bosch Twins ..............52-2-50@
Baker-Smith / Jodra Model H "Enchanter"
53-2-47@
Brandes .........................53-3-55@
Crosley Musiconce .................54-4-45@
"Dixie" ................................52-3-50@
F. A. D. Andrea Co. 415-B ..........55-2-65@
Grebe 20-20 "Natural" ..............47-2-64@
O'Neil Model LS19 .................52-1-54@
RCA 102 (UZ-913) amp-speaker ....51-2-42@
Saal Eccentric Junior ...............54-3-48@
"Ships of Melody" .................59-3-34@
Soviet ML

Neumann U

Winners in 2019 convention

GE

Spirit of St. Louis

Vitallite Oriental

Vogue

Western Electric cone family

Western Electric 100F amp-spkr

PARTS - LOUDSPEAKERS - GENERAL

Dictogrand R-50 roll

Piano speakers

Speaker accessories

PARTS - LOUDSPEAKERS - HORN

Calliphone

Clarion

CLEARSTONE (pic)

Freed-Eisemann Prototype

Freshman Master Speaker

Quailtone

Serenas (pic)

Spirola

Use with iPod

Vogue

Winners in 2019 convention

PARTS - MICROPHONES

9510 R-F-T Type CM 7151

American D-33

Electro-Voice DS35

Electro-Voice R50B

Jenkins & Adair

Neumann U-47 "fet"

Shure 51 Sonodyne

Soap-Box Transmitter

Soviet ML-15

PARTS - TUBES

4CV100,00C, Elmac

574 television upgrade rectifier

6BE6s, grid blocking in

6EX rectifier (National)

6688

12-volt anti-space-charge

2000T, Elmac (pic)

Audioton, Cunningham

R-285-1950

A-P line.................R27-93*R30-196@1-19

AW-220, Westinghouse........R33-43

Cognates, unannounced

Crater tubes, TV

"Data Cache" available

Dates of intro., receiving tubes, 1930-33

Deflection, Crosley

Deflex (Machlett)

Dowd-RCA Archive, goes to AWA Museum

Electron image camera tube

Elektron brand

European constructions - magnavo, Rimlock, mini-lotka, "gnome"

"Export" tubes, Philco

"Famous names" in tube history

Foreign brands, strange-sounding

GE development history offered

H." De Forest (ad)............56-3-FC

High-power, GE development.....R20-19@

Humor on eBay ................49-2-4

Huppert "solenoid" line ........R30-173@

"Hybrid" low-voltage tubes ....48-440, 54-1.18

Iconoscope, Zworykin lab notes .....56-3-57@ Japan Industrial Standard for numbering

Japanese Radiovisor tube (pic) ....49-2-41

Kits, 30s ..........................47-3-56

Low B+, "search for."......53-4-15* + 51-1-17@

LRS Relay .............47-4-54

M6041, Bell Labs TWL ....57-2-11@

Magnavox A ........................50-1-48@

Mercury rectifiers .............56-1-25@

Metal tubes, first GE ....52-4-14@

Metal, 75 years of............51-3-17

Moorhead ....................R27-69@

Myers RAC tubes ............R26-91@

"Octalox" ...................49-2-16@

Orbitron, on Web ..............55-3-5

Picture-tube rebuilding @25-259@

Power tubes, testing ..........51-2-14*

"Quadtronron" .............R30-2-2@

Raytheon gas rectifiers ........52-3-62@

RCA "sub-standard" ..........52-2-18@

RCA motion sensors ............58-1-25@

RCA16x3, sequenced, undocumented ....55-3-30@

RCA's "secret delta" ...........54-3-31@

Replicas, Dr. Rüdiger Watz ........R21-105

Replicas, Phil Weingarten ........R21-103@ Russian / Soviet, early history ...57-3-23@

Telephone repeaters, tubes in use, 1914

Transistor history on Web........50-2-16

Traveling-wave, development ....R32-195@

Tube bases and asbestos hustle

"Tube inflation," 30s ........51-3-17@

Tube-caddy patent ...............47-2-47

Tungar rectifiers .............57-2-34@

Types undocumented by RCA, UX-210.................51-4-12@

"VAC-M" lighting protector.......57-1-33@

Vapor cooling ..................56-3-22@

Variable-pitch-grid tubes .....50-3-19@

VR tubes, use of..............52-2-33@

Vreeland mercury oscillator ....56-1-25

RECEIVERS - BROADCAST - CRYSTAL

Civil Defense / disaster sets ......51-1-42@

Electrophone No. 1..............48-2-38@

Federal Junior, restoring ....50-1-6, 54-1

Federal Junior, restoring ....53-4-65@

Martian Big 4, Little Gem, Special, Beauty

R25-125@ ..........................57-3-42@

R25-125@

R25-125@

RECEIVERS - BROADCAST - TRANSISTOR

GE, early, whole line..........R27-193@

Heathkit DF-1, -2, -3 direction finders R28-233@

Heathkit GR-152 .............R32-156@

Motorola 8-track player, development R29-287@

RCA Victor, for blind user (unidnet)....48-1-29

RECEIVERS - BROADCAST - TUBE

Admiral 28-G-3* ..................59-4-39*

Airline mantel set, rescuing........53-1-43@

Airline 62-196 tombstone, restoring .....60-2-4*

AK, restoring ....................52-4-56* + 53-1-58*

AK 48, restoring ............55-2-58* + 55-3-62*

AK 84, restoring .................47-4-27@

American Bosch "Little Six" .....50-3-54@

American Bosch Amborala 16 ....53-2-4*

Amplifier, stereo, tube comparisons in

Arvin 7B, repairing ..........51-2-44@

Arvin 444AH, repairing .........48-1-48@

Arvin metal-cased, whole line ....R28-99@

Auto set, 1922 (pic) ............58-4-RC

Baby carriage, "20s" (pic) ....58-2-RC

Beltmore Boulevard portable....57-3-37

Bowman audition time receiver .....48-2-40

Browning-Drake.................53-1-17@, R33-13@

Brunswick PR-6 power supply / amp, fixing ..................51-1-22

Car radios, 30s ..........................53-4-50

Car radios, repair in 1950s .....54-1-50@

Chambers time receiver ........R32-82

"Colpulis BC receiver..........49-2-25*

Crosley

20 TRF, repairing ...............52-4-60@

66, rescue ......................54-4-43@

Fiver, 1938, restoring ..........54-3-41@

Freddy facsimile recorder ........R31-83

Donated to wounded troops ....60-2-Fcg

Early 3-tube receiver, restoring ....49-1-45*

Edison R4 ........................57-1-13@

Emerson 30 converter, breadboarded ....50-1-33@

Emerson Q157, lamp as heater resistor .....52-4-59*

Erila "E" power amp ...........58-2-36@

European, design features differing from U. S. ..........R27-129@

Federal A-10, restoring .......49-1-49*

GE E101 "colorama," restoring ....55-4-61 + 56-1-29


Globe Electric Co.............R24-167@

Grebe Synchonette ............52-1-62@

Grunow 650, repairing ..........52-2-52*

Heacock, whole line ..........53-1-53* + 53-2-48@

Heathkit K-1 ..................R32-143

Hetro 11710 ..................53-3-48*

"Hi-fi redux" (Heathkit audio) ....54-1-29*

Hudson car radio, made into console .....54-3-39*

Japanese sets, 1925-45 ..........R24-1@

"Kid's Christmas present" ......50-2-58@

Kilbourne & Clark battery set, restoring

Kolster 6D restoration .........56-1-31@

Lincoln, whole line ..........R29-311@

Mello Amplifier-Speaker ........56-3-11

Magnavox AC-3 amp, restoration by RCA ....R28-273@

Motorola FM-900 FM car set ....R28-309

Na-Ald (?) kit three-dialer ....55-3-64*
Niagara (relabeled Arvin 422) (pic)......57-1-6
Ocean-Hopper, made from audio generator 54
Oscillators, in '20s superhetss ...........50-2-44@
Peck Superfonetwo stories.....49-1-F, 49-1-58*
Philo

116X, as promo offering.......59-2-FC
16B, restoring...54-4-61@ + 55-1-58@
630, restoring.................59-1-39@
As give-out with refrigerator.......59-4-14
KR-3, give-out with refrigerator...60-1.10
Phono record, as radio panel (pic).....56-3-RC
Pith-helmet two-tube..............60-1-RC
Privat-Ear shirt-pocket set.......54-3-44@
Pushbuttons, as clue to original city

Radio Receiver Powerizer PXY1
48-3-56*, 48-4-45

Radiola
18, superhet conversion............57-3-47@
28 (pic)................................51-179
AS-1375, restoring.................49-3-40@
1923 models, origins............R24-99@
Radios, identifying by tube complement

RCA 102 (UZ-913) amp-speaker.......51-242* 51-3-5

RCA Victor
66X11, repackaged.............53-1-32
RCA Victor M116 "Portette"......47-3-65*
RCA Victor "Micro-Synchronous" tuning system.............................47-1-2*
Regenerative receivers, repro.......57-4-46@
Scott, E. H.

All-Wave 23, restoring.............59-2-33@ + 59-3-48@
Serial numbers......................R19-73
Symphony, restoring..............50-4-51@
Selectivity, measurements of.......52-1-47@
Silver-Marshall 740AC and 570ABC

57-2-42@

Silvertone 2411, restoring............53-4-45* "Spark" Soviet sets................54-3-38*
Sparton 5-26, restoring...........55-4-64*
Sparton Equusone, restoring......58-4-41@
St. James superhet................49-2-65
Stenode Radiostat................R29-57@
Stewart-Warner 525................51-4-34*
Strumborg-Carlson 403-AA power unit

58-1-30*
Superhet, 1925 kit, revising........51-3-45@
Superhet-plus-TRF sets............49-3-38*
Superhets, "a little different"........49-2-64@
Thermodyne TF-6, fixing............51-4-38*, 52-2-8
TRF and Model T Ford (pic)......55-2-60*
"Tube inflation" in '30s sets........51-3-17*
Tuska, whole line..................R27-1-264@
Tyman 50, restoration............52-2-47@
Ultradyne, Lacaut................R26-179@
Westinghouse AA vacuum amp, 59-2-54*

Westinghouse Aerilo Senior, "puzzling out"......55-1-50
WSA AA-484 amp, restoring.......50-2-33@
Zenith 1000-Z Stratosphere.....58-3-14@

RECEIVERS - COMMUNICATIONS & SHORT-WAVE - GENERAL USE

Aero SW converter, restoration ....58-2-40 + 58-2-38*
AVB AMR-100/101.....................50-4-43@
B2 British agent transceiver.......58-4-15@
BC and SW receivers converted to amateur use..................49-4-56*
Browning-Drake....................R33-10@
Collins 51J1 and 51J4 (pic)......60-2-14
De Forest RHO, RRH..............51-5-55@
Eddystone 750......................47-3-46@
Eddystone 940......................50-2-61@
Eddystone All-World Two.........R24-145@
"Enhancer" for early sets........52-3-29@
Forest Service SPF transceiver....59-15@

Grebe CR-18, coils for............58-3-35*, 58-4-40
Hallicrafters "Sky Buddy" models.....R27-273@
"HBR" series, hacked into 12-volt set

50-1-38@
Heath HBR-5, from Meissner........R32-133
Heathkit AR-2 two..................R32-144
Heathkit GR-81 "plus six" improvements

51-3-68*
Marconi 758E DF set...............R32-103
"Mystery" airport receiver, revised

47-1-12*, 48-1-49, 55-1-55*
National

AGS (AGL, RHM, RHO, RIP) 53-3-48@
FBXA - PSK combination...........52-4-27@
HBO, and British military.......56-156@
HRO-500-5000....................54-1-30*, 54-2-231*
LF-10 preselector................54-1-31
NE-400.........................52-2-38@
RDG panoramic...................53-3-34*
I SW-2.........................51-4-63@
SW-4................................52-1-50
SW-4, homebuilt........................55-2-29*

Pan American Airways ATM........53-2-53*

Pilot

Wasp................................51-3-23@
Wasp replica.......................47-1-16*, 55-2-63@
Super Wasp.......................51-1-51* + 51-2-63@
R30-35, R33-108, R33-115
RCA Radiomatic
AR08600 autoalarm................R32-114
AR-850B6..........................48-4-29*, 49-1-4

Receivers, favorite...............55-3-38@

Regenerative radios, "unfinished business"51-3-35*
REL 278.........................47-2-28*
Short-wave converter, "quack"......54-3-42
STAR SR-550........................58-2-126*

Type 3 Mark II British agent transceiver

60-2-28

RECEIVERS - MILITARY / NAVAL

BC-13 / SCR-67, in Forest Service tests

R29-7@

BC-14A / SCR-54A family........R23-141@

R24-283

BC-186 pack set..................47-2-34@
BC-312, restoration..............60-1-1@

BC-779s, diversity set (pic)......47-2-FC
Federal RC-123,....................49-1-40*
Japanese captures, 1944 (pic).....50-3-FC

Kaar Engineering KE23AT........48-1-63*

National RCD, restoration........48-3-42@

RAF R78.........................54-4-65@
SE-143 (pic)........................58-1-27
SE-1414.............................R29-27
SE-1420.............................R26-5

TCS

49-2-50*

RECEIVERS AND CAMERAS - TELEVISION

1939-vintage sets..................50-1-64*
1948 Zenith "Mayflower" porthole........57-1-40*
Andrea KTE-5......................50-1-64*
Antenna, RCA prewar.............50-4-67*
Antenna-aiming, 1950..............59-3-548
Arvin

R28-113

Beloit mirror-in-lid...........57-3-FC (pic), 57-3-37

Camera, BC-1212 WW II, iconoscope
51-1-44@

CBS electronic video recorder 53-1-141@
Communicating Systems 3"........59-1-44

Convergence, "my first could have been my last"...............................47-4-14
Du Mont 180........................59-1-43
GE HM-171.........................50-1-64*
Heathkit GR-293, building.......59-4-53*
ICA Visionette.....................49-3-37@

Jenkins "Radiovisor" Model 32.........59-4-21@
Jenkins "Television" Model 201........58-3-24,

R32-54

Kingston UHF converter............60-1-5@
Lincoln Coil Co. TV kit............49-1-43*

Mirror-screw receivers, building..49-2-34@
Mirror-screw receivers, history and construction..................R23-215@
"Modern" 5- or 7-inch............59-1-42
Norelec Duo-Vue projector........55-1-44@
Pilot disc-scan....................R30-37

Raytheon................................57-4-56

RCA

"TV Eye"................................54-4-69*

630TS (pic).........................59-2-21

621, restoration....................48-4-50*

CCTC-5................................55-2-52*

RR74, 1934.........................52-2-61*

TK-11 and TK-45 cameras........59-2-39@

TK-76 camera.......................57-2-47@

TT-5

R5-1-64*

Regency UHF converter.............60-1-53

Signal boosters.....................58-4-48@

SWanica E-51 chassis...........60-2-44*
Television attachments............48-2-54*

TV service, in 1950s................53-3-46*
TV telephones.....................52-4-48*

Video player, electron-beam..................R31-159@
Western Television "Empire State".....58-3-41

Westinghouse........................................R30-132@

Wired remote controls.............58-2-45@

Zworykin, electronic................56-1-54*

REPLICAS, RECREATIONS,
NEW-OLD-DESIGNS
 "Radio Love Messages" machine....48-2-44*
 "Rollins Rocket" 1923-style xmr
 47-3-32@ + 47-4-41*
 1920s supergenerative set........60-217@
 1929 40-meter xmr, building....47-1-41@
 1934-style, building ...............52-1-68@
 Atwater Kent 4601 breadboard ....58-3-38*
 Daven res.-coupled amp, "replicating"
 47-2-38*
 Frank Jones 1-kW phone xmr....47-2-46@
 Gross-inspired, Rollins ............50-3-58@
 Hartley transmitter, 1929-style ......50-3-29@
 Hartley, "Hull", 1929 .................51-1-48@
 Power supply, for transmitter ....51-4-42@
 Pye, "sunrise" set, replicating ....52-3-48*
 QRP MOPA xmr - construction....47-141@
 Regen receiver, from LM frequency
 meter 58-3-37@
 "Retro" small-screen sets ..........60-2-51@
 RF generator, "Mike's new" ........50-4-65@
 TPTG "1928" 80-meter xmr ....53-3-36@
 TPTG, 1929, building ...............50-4-58@ +
 Tubes, Paillard production ....49-2-4,
 49-2-30@
 VR tubes, use ......................52-2-33@
 Weingarten, Phil "fabulous fakes"...R21,103

RESTORATION TECHNIQUES
 AC-DC line-cord resistors, replacing with
 capacitor ........54-1-40*, 54-2-4, 54-2-15
 Atwater Kent breadboard tags ....60-3-58@
 Audio transformers .................60-3-51@
 Alignment & neutralization, early AC &
 TRF sets .........................47-1-@
 Ammeter for restoration starting-up ..50-1-37*
 Atwater Kent bus sleeving ....60-2-42@
 Base cement, tube, dissolving ....56-3-24
 Battery radios, power for ..........54-1-59@
 Book tuning caps, adjusting ........47-1-59
 Computer-aided repro projects ....53-3-34*
 Cone speaker, rehabbing a ........47-3-55
 D-cell power ........47-4-39*, 48-2-34@
 Dial cords, slipping ..........51-3-61
 Dying, AK coils ....................51-2-41
 Electrical safety, AC-DC sets ......49-2-4
 Electrolytic caps, rebuilding ....59-2-53*
 Federal 61, making cabinet for ....52-1-56*
 Finishes, shellac ...................57-3-68@
 FM subcarrier detector, adding ....60-2-349*
 Gammatrons, comprehension ....55-2-259@
 Headbands, cleaning ...............47-4-53
 Heater-cathode leakage ...........48-3-49*
 IF transformer, "plays only upside down"
 49-4-59
 IF transformer, silver-migration, fixed
 48-4-32
 Lacquer, formulating ...............49-3-28@
 Mica capacitors, leaky ..........49-3-35
 Novelty transistor radio ............56-6-52*
 Painted metal and other hard surfaces
 48-1-24*
 Panels, phenolic, fixing ..........51-3-61
 Philco cabinet, three-tone, restoring
 49-3-FC, 49-3-54*
 Plastic cracks, treating ..........47-3-55
 Polishing techniques ...............47-2-63
 Portable work surface ................48-2-58
 Pot metal Fixing ........51-2-41
 Replacing by 3-D printing ....57-1-36
 Speaker frame, reconstructing ....49-2-54
 Power supply, filament, regulated..53-4-54@
 Power supply, A-B-C ............49-4-11@
 Power transformer, odd problem ..48-2-48
 Rehabilitation, when not to rehab ...57-1-38*
 RCA AR-812, reconstructing ....56-4-55@.
 Rust removal ......................48-4-31, 49-3-28
 Safety, electrical (oscilloscopes, battery
 chargers) .........................54-2-14*
 Scott AW-12 transformers ....57-4-44*
 Selenium rectifiers, replacing ....48-1-26*
 Shellack-stick cabinet repair ....51-2-41
 Sockets, Radiola III-family, replacing sup-
 port straps 55-4-52@
 Solder residue, removal ...........48-4-31
 Soldered joints, aging ..........48-2-58
 Soldering radio, SO-80................R30-98@
 Speaker tester, "swampout" ....49-1-36*
 Substituting tubes in receivers ....47-2-30*
 Superhet alignment, "how & why"....58-2-43*
 Surface protection while soldering ....48-2-58
 Tool, making special restoration ....47-2-62
 Tools, clockmakers', handy for radio ....47-1-59
 Tracking, correcting ................47-2-62
 Transformers
 Power, IF, RF, audio; reparing ....52-3-45*
 AK breadboard .....................51-3-61
 Audio, rewinding ..........53-2-55@
 Audio, bobbin for rewinding ....58-2-44*
 Transistor radios, repairing ........56-3-52@
 Tube bases, "Gorilla Glue" for replacing
 48-1-6
 Tubes, rebasing for Rophene ....48-1-61@
 Tubes, testing power ................51-2-14@
 "Unsticking" small threaded parts ....49-2-53
 Vibrator substitute, solid-state ....49-4-38*
 "Watchmaker's wash-out" brushes ....47-4-53
 Zenith Royal 500 ..................56-4-53@
 Zenith 12H670, difficult trouble in 47-2-48*
 +1
 47-3-5
 Zenith, troubles in '30s sets ........49-4-58

REVIEWS & ANNOUNCEMENTS - LITERATURE
 3 Strikes Camp Stories, The (Karl Larin).
 49-2-23
 70 Years of Radio Tubes and Valves (John
 Stokes) (Japanese translation) ....48-3-59
 9XM Talking: WHA Radio and the Wis-
 consin idea (Randall Davidson) ....48-3-30,
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